
PARENT TAKE-IT-HOME HANDOUT- for JULY 30, 2017 - by Mary Collins at the Unitarian Church in Westport 

               
For PRE-K & Wiggly children 

Topic: EARTH’S EDIBLES (Remind them to ask a grown up before eating anything outside)  

 
BOOK/VIDEO:   Blueberries for Sal by Robert McCloskey   
            Video of story (7:14 minutes):   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mx1eL1reOEU 

 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:  
 How do bears and other animals prepare for winter differently than your family does?   

 

 Do you have experience or stories of canning or farming in your family history? Do you grow any 
food in a pot or garden?  

 Do you know how many steps it takes to make something like blueberry jam?  Does it make you 
more appreciative of the wonder of nature, and of the planning, effort of people to  get it to your 
table? 

      
FAMILY FOLLOW UP ACTIVITY OPTIONS:  
 

 Take time to eat one perfectly ripe & ready summer food with mindfulness 
 

Take ONE berry/edible flower and place it in the palm of  your hand…  LOOK 
closely at it… what colors and shapes do you see?... FEEL it gently…is it smooth or 
bumpy?... SMELL it…does it smell sweet? Or like grass? ...Now put it in your 
mouth and HOLD IT ON YOUR TOUGUE…feel the weight of it and the shape and 
is it smooth or bumpy?... Now very  SLOWLY START TO CHEW…  Feel the 
burst of wetness , the softness or bumpiness, the  sweetness or other taste on 
your tongue…Appreciate it… until it is mashed and melted and mashed and then 
swallow it. …  Sit in thankfulness. 
 
This is a mindfulness exercise.   How did it feel to pay such close attention?   
 

 Consider looking for berry bushes  when you go for a walk  or visit a farm 
 

 Do a taste test between store bought and a farmer’s market or home grown vegetable.  
Do you taste a difference? 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mx1eL1reOEU

